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A B S T R A C T

Nanocrystalline Magnetic Hydroxyapatite (MHAp) was synthesized through co-precipitation method
and the subsequent heat treatment. Phase analysis, particle morphology, chemical bonding, and magnetic
properties were studied using XRD, FESEM, FTIR, and VSM, respectively. The XRD results showed
that MHAp was formed by heat treatment at 1100 °C. The samples heat-treated at 500 and 1100 °C
incorporated a plate-like morphology with a mean crystallite size of 11.7 and 59.9 nm, respectively. In
addition, the VSM results indicated that the synthesized MHAp was characterized by magnetic features
after heat treatment. According to the findings in this study, the coercive field (Hc), saturation
magnetization (Ms), and magnetism stayed (Mr) were 0.175 kOe, 0.00147, and 0.02615 emug-1,
respectively, in -10 to 10 kOe magnetic field. The growth kinetics of the MHAp was alo studied.
According to the results, the growth activation energies for low and high temperatures were 45.51 and
67.33 kJ/mol, respectively. Owing to several properties already proven, the MHAp powder was
successfully synthesized.
https://doi.org/10.30501/acp.2020.241694.1040

1. INTRODUCTION
Apatite-group minerals are of great economic and
scientific significance due to their low cost, availability,
and ease of use [1]. HAp is a mineral that consists of
phosphate and calcium which can be found in animal and
human hard tissues such as mammalian teeth, vertebrate
bones, mature teeth of some chiton species, and fish
scales [2]. HAp with the space group of P63/m, has a
hexagonal crystal structure. The unit cell of the HAp
consists of six PO43-, ten Ca2+, and two OH-. The ion
exchange strength of metal ions with Ca2+ makes HAp
capable of immobilizing the heavy metal ions in water
sources [3]. Apatite can be produced by a coprecipitation synthesis method using phosphate and
calcium. HAp with the chemical formula of
Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2-A has been extensively used for

removing the contaminants from aqueous solutions [1].
The HAp is also efficient in the removal of different
heavy metal ions such as lead, cadmium, copper, nickel,
zinc, uranium, and cobalt from aqueous solutions. This
material enjoys several advantages including low
solubility in water, good buffering characteristics, and
high stability during oxidation, making it a promising
substance for the recovery of the heavy metal ions from
aqueous solutions [4].
Utilization of magnetic nanoparticles in different
applications such as wastewater treatment, biomedical,
and catalyst support has been extensively investigated in
recent years. Among the magnetic nanoparticles,
magnetic HAp has attracted considerable attention due to
its excellent metal ions adsorption, hyperthermia
characteristics, biocompatibility, low cost, and ecofriendliness [5]. The synthesis of iron oxides and HAp
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nanoparticles have been thoroughly investigated by
several researchers worldwide. However, investigation
of the synthesis of magnetic HAp is limited to fewer
studies [6]. Different synthesis routes were employed to
produce the magnetic HAp. It can be synthesized by the
substitution of transition metal ions into the HAp crystal
structure. It was observed that the substitution of Fe2+,
Co2+, and Mn2+ ions into the crystal structure of the HAp
would result in the magnetic moments of 4, 3, and 5 Bohr
magnetons, respectively [7]. The magnetic HAp can also
be synthesized by making composites of magnetic
materials and HAp. Different magnetic nanoparticles
such as Fe3O4 [8-11], MgFe2O4 [12], CoFe2O4 [13],
NiFe2O4 [14], and ZnFe2O4 [15] were utilized to
synthesize the magnetic HAp. Different synthesis
methods were also employed to produce the magnetic
HAp including microwave-assisted route [16], mechanochemical [17], precipitation followed by hydrothermal
[18], and co-precipitation [1].
The present study aims to synthesize the magnetic HAp
through the co-precipitation method. The effect of heat
treatment temperature on phase composition was also
investigated. In addition, the grains growth kinetics was
explored. Moreover, the growth constants and activation
energy of the growth were obtained.
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Materials
Ferric chloride hexahydrate (FeCl3.6H2O, Merck Art no.
231-729-4), iron (II) chloride tetrahydrate (FeCl2.4H2O,
Merck Art no. 231-843-4), diammonium hydrogen
phosphate ((NH4)2HPO4, Merck Art no. 231-987-8),
calcium nitrate (Ca(NO3)2, Merck Art no. 233-332-1),
and Ammonia solution 25% (NH4OH, Merck Art no.
1054321000) were used in the present study without
further purifications. All of the prepared solutions were
used without storage time. All glassware was rinsed with
distilled water and dried before use.
2.2. Preparation of magnetic HAp nanoparticles
Synthesis of the magnetic HAp nanoparticles was
performed through the co-precipitation method. First,
0.4107, 1.1057, 8.96, and 23.81 gr of ferrous chloride,
ferric chloride, diammonium hydrogen phosphate, and
calcium nitrate were weighed, respectively. Ferrous
chloride and ferric chloride were added to 30 ml distilled
water and mixed in 30 minutes. At the same time,
calcium nitrate and diammonium hydrogen phosphate
were added to 250 ml distilled water and mixed in 30
minutes. After the preparation of the solutions, Iron
chloride and calcium nitrate solutions were added and

mixed together. The mixture was stirred for 5 minutes. In
the next step, diammonium hydrogen phosphate solution
was added as the same time as NH4OH was used to
adjuste pH 11 at room temperature. By adding NH4OH,
the color of the initial solution turned from light brown
to black. Each uncolored drop of diammonium hydrogen
phosphate turned white by dropping into the black
solution that finally changed the whole solution color. Th
final solution rested for 24 hours. After rest, the light
brown sediment was deposited at the end of the balloon
which was covered by uncolored liquid. Sediment was
separated by centrifuge at 4000 rpm for 10 minute and
was dried in oven for 24h at 90°C. The process was
followed by heat treatment at 500, 700, 900, and 1100°C,
and, 1100°C for an hour in a tube furnace. Total heat
treatment time was 3 hours with a heating rate of 10
K/min.
2.3. Instrumentation
Synthesized powders were analyzed by X-Ray
Diffraction (XRD) (Siemens D-500, Cu-Kα radiation
λ=1.54 A°, 30KV. in Bragg- Brentano geometry (θ-2θ)),
one of the most exclusive equipment used for analysis
and specific determination of crystals properties such as
diagnosis of the phases, size and, distance among the
crystalline layers in crystals. During the heat treatment,
phase transformations and change in the size of crystals
were expected and the extent of these changes was
estimated using the XRD results and Scherrer method
[19]:
𝑡=

0.9𝜆
𝐵𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃

(1)

where (t) is the average crystallite size (nm), 𝜆 is the
CuK𝛼 wave length (nm), B is the diffraction peak width
in a half maximum intensity (radian), and 𝜃 is the Bragg
diffraction angle.
Samples were sent for Fourier Transform Infrared
Spectroscopy (FT-IR) test to characterize the
composition and confirm the XRD results. The FT-IR
test was performed by Bruker’s infrared vector 33
spectroscopy device in the range of 4000-400 cm-1 of
wavenumber. Synthesized MHAp was observed by SEM
(MIRA3TEScan, HV: 15.0 KV). The magnetic
properties were checked by Vibrating Sample
Magnetometer (VSM) (Magnetic Daghigh Kavir type
MDKB) that operates based on Faraday’s imposing law.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Characterization of MHAp
Fig. 1 compares the results obtained from X-ray test of
heat treatment powders at different temperatures of 500,
700, 900, and 1100°C for 1 hour by Xpert software. As
observed, the amorphous magnetite hydroxyapatite
phase was formed at the lowest temperature of the
heating process. Heat treatment at 700°C revealed the
same result as 500°C. At a temperature of 900°C, TriCalcium Phosphate (TCP) phase was formed in the
presence of the MHAp phase. The presence of the iron
element in the environment system reduced the
decomposition temperature of the hydroxyapatite to the
TCP phase [20]. Increasing the temperature of the system
led to an increase in the intensity peak of tricalcium
phosphate. The peaks shown in the MHAp and TCP
phases in 1100°C were sharper mainly due to theirs
higher degrees of crystallization. On the contrary, at
1100°C, the graph moved slightly to the left due to the
presence of iron at the site of the cations in the
hydroxyapatite structure. Finally, the results of the
sample heated at 1100°C temperature for an hour showed
that a majority of the hydroxyapatite markers in other
samples were converted to tricalcium phosphate,
indicating a phase transformation and excessive
decomposition of hydroxyapatite to tricalcium phosphate
at this temperature.

from 500°C up to 1100°C, the crystallite size of magnetic
hydroxyapatite increased.
TABLE 1. The crystallite size of MHAp crystalline as a
function of heat treatment

No.

Temperature [°C]

Crystallite size [nm]

1.

500

11.70

2.

700

18.70

3.

900

32.90

4.

1100

59.90

Examination of FT-IR powder test results is also an
affirmation for XRD results. In the infrared spectroscopic
spectrum, a series of absorption bands were observed in
the middle region of infrared waves. As illustrated in Fig.
2, the adsorption band 1043 cm-1 represents the P-O bond
[21]. Although sharp peaks such as 548 and 607 cm-1
indicate O-P-O bond in hydroxyapatite [22], peak 548
cm-1 represents Fe-O bond in Hydroxyapatite structure
[23]. The peak ranges of 887, 919, and 1043 cm-1 show
the P-O bond, and the peak of 3423 cm-1 represents O-H
bond in this composition [21].

Figure 2. FT-IR pattern of MHAp heated at 1100°C
Figure 1. XRD results of the heat treatment magnetic
hydroxyapatite powders at 500, 700, 900, 1100, and 1100°C for
1 hour

In Table 1, the crystallite size of MHAp as a function of
heat treatment based on the XRD profile analysis were
shown. To calculate the size of crystals, a method based
on Scherrer’s method and an expert software were
employed. It was observed that as temperature increased

Fig. 3 indicates the FE-SEM pictures of magnetic
hydroxyapatite powder heated at 500℃ and 1100℃.
According to the pictures, the crystals of MHAp grow
during the heating process. The results obtained from FESEM test were in agreement with those of the XRD test
in Scherrer’s method. The morphology of the particles in
the (a) and (b) images are in the form of Irregular flat.
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grain growth occurs in polycrystalline materials to
decrease the free energy of the system by reducing the
total grain boundary energy. The earliest consideration of
kinetics of normal grain growth assumes a liner relation
between the growth rate and the inverse of crystallite size
[25, 26]:
𝑑𝐷 𝑘
=
𝑑𝑡 𝐷
Figure 3. FE-SEM pictures of the MHAp powder heated at
500℃ (a) and 1100℃ (b)

3.2. Investigation of magnetic properties
The sample heated at 1100℃ was the main sample used
for VSM test. According to Fig. 4 and its hysteresis loop,
coercive field (Hc), saturation magnetization (Ms), and
magnetism stayed (Mr) are 0.175 kOe, 0.00147 emug-1,
and 0.02615 emug-1, respectively, in -10 to 10 kOe
magnetic field. Based on the obtained numbers and slope
of the hysteresis curve, it can be concluded that the
MHAp was characterized by a low magnetic property.
The formation of low saturation magnetic field can be
due to the interaction of diamagnetic reaction of
hydroxyapatite with magnetite particles. In other words,
applying a magnetic field to the MHAp powder creates
an induced magnetic field in an opposite direction to the
applied field in the structure, which can reduce the
magnetic strength of the powder [24].

(2)

where D, t, and k are the main grain diameter, heating
time, and growth rate constant, respectively. The
integration form of this equation is:
𝐷2 − 𝐷02 = 𝑘𝑡

(3)

And
𝑘 = 𝑘0 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−

(4)

𝑄
)
𝑅𝑇

where R, Q, T, and k0 are the universal gas constant,
activation energy, absolute temperature, and a constant,
respectively. Equations (3) and (4) are used for a simple
investigation of the growth rate and activation energy of
MHAp crystallites. Approximately, a single growth
process can be separated as several domains where k is
the constant for each domain [27]:
𝐷𝑛

𝐷1

∫ 𝐷𝑑𝐷 = ∫ 𝐷𝑑𝐷 + ⋯ + ∫
𝐷0

𝐷0

𝑡1

𝐷𝑛

𝐷𝑑𝐷

𝐷𝑛−1

= ∫ 𝑘1 𝑑𝑡 + ⋯ + ∫
𝑡0

𝑡𝑛

𝑡𝑛−1

(5)
𝑘𝑛 𝑑𝑡

Or
𝐷2 − 𝐷02
={

Figure 4. Hysteresis loop of MHAp heated in 1100°C by VSM
test

3.3. Investigation of grain growth
According to the results presented in Table 1, during heat
treatment, nanoscale grain growth occurs. In general,

𝑘1 𝑡
𝑡 ≤ 𝑡1
(6)
…
…
}
𝑘1 𝑡 + ⋯ + 𝑘𝑛 (𝑡𝑛 − 𝑡𝑛−1 )
𝑡𝑛 > 𝑡 > 𝑡𝑛−1

𝑘1 , 𝑘2 , …, and 𝑘𝑛 are the growth rate constants in each
domain. The values for 𝑘1 , 𝑘2 , and 𝑘3 for n=3 were
calculated in this study, the results of which are presented
in Table 2 and Fig. 5. As mentioned earlier, the growth
rate constants increase with time: 𝑘1 < 𝑘2 < 𝑘3 . The
activation energy can be obtained from Equation (4) as
the slope of a plot of (ln k) against (1/T). This plot is
shown in Fig. 6 for the minor and major temperatures of
every domain. The average activation energies for lower
and higher temperatures are 45.51 and 67.33 kJ/mol,
respectively.
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TABLE 2. Constant growth rate in each domain

Time range [s]

Rate constant [𝑛𝑚

3000-4200

0.1773

4200-5400

0.6106

5400-6600

2⁄

𝑠]

through this equation. The crystallite size is proportional
to the inverse exponential part of temperature with in
their relation [30]:
𝐷=

𝐴
𝐶

𝐵 − 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (− )

(7)

𝑇

2.0482

Figure 5. Growth curve based on time of MHAp for n=3
according to Equation 6
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where A, B, and C are constant coefficients and T is
temperature. Relationship (7) can present a better fitting
for the MHAp growth profile. Of note, at high
temperature (about 1673 K), the H and O atoms leave
HAp crystalline lattice, and this defect in the lattice
facilitates the formation of tricalcium phosphate.
According to F. Liu and R. Kirchheim, the mobility of H
and O atoms may increase at high temperatures, making
the crystallites overcome the energy barrier at the grain
boundary. This can be described as a “semi-segregation”
phenomenon during heat treatment and explains changes
in the rate constant and activation energy at high
temperatures. It should be noted that the constants in the
F. Liu and R. Kirchheim relation are not known for
MHAp [30].

4. CONCLUSION

Figure 6. Arrhenius plot of logarithm of the rate constants
versus reciprocal heat treatment temperature

Of note, for nanoscale materials, the grain growth was
accompanied by a reduction in the diffusion rate and
increase in the activation energy of diffusion [28]. It is
unclear what happens in the growth process of MHAp
during heat treatment. F. Liu and R. Kirchheim [29]
introduced a new empirical relationship using the Gibbs
adsorption equation and McLean model for grain
boundary segregation. According to this approach, in
systems with high segregation energy, decreasing the
grain boundary energy to zero is possible. In addition, the
decrease in the activation energy can be described

The VSM results showed that the synthesized MHAp had
magnetic characteristics after heat treatment. In this
study, the coercive field (Hc), saturation magnetization
(Ms), and magnetism stayed (Mr) were 0.175 kOe,
0.00147 emug-1, and 0.02615 emug-1, respectively, in -10
to 10 kOe magnetic field. The growth kinetics of the
magnetic HAp crystallite was also studied. The results
revealed the growth activation energies of 45.51 and
67.33 kJ/mol for low- and high-temperature ranges,
respectively. Due to the properties which has been
proven eralier, the MHAp powder was successfully
synthesized.
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